《The Mysterious CEO》
Chapter 277 - Tough Step (Part-3)
A few minutes ago, Mo Jiang and Zhou Xuiye were sitting in her office watching the
CCTV footage of whatever was happening in Liu Juan's room.
Mo Jiang's heart ached hearing her shouts for help but he continued to sit, gritting his
teeth rather than rushing over to Liu Juan's room which he very much wanted to do at
that instant.
However, when he saw that the men had thrown Liu Juan on the bed, his expression
changed.
This was not what they had planned.
"What is happening there?" Mo Jiang asked frowny to which Zhou Xuiye responded
calmly.
"The thing which I told them to do." The glint in her eyes seemed to be quite
mysterious.
"What did you tell them to do?" Mo Jiang squeezed her neck forcefully.
Zhou Xuiye didn't expect this ferocious reaction from him so quick. He gripped her
neck so tightly such that she was turning completely breathless.

"Tell me." Mo Jiang increased his force to the point that Zhou Xuiye would lose her
life at any moment.
"I---I told them to do all-all the things which had h-happened before to her." Zhou
Xuiye said with difficulty.
Immediately, Mo Jiang's expression changed, and in the next moment, he pushed her
on floor and dashed towards Liu Juan's room.
While Zhou Xuiye started to cough violently.
"Ohh...Dr. Zhou, are you alright?" Mary, the nurse, immediately came inside.

Mary knew that Mo Jiang would definitely kill Zhou Xuiye once he knew her actual
plan. In fact, Mary warned Zhou Xuiye but she didn't listen to her.
Zhou Xuiye heavily breathed in and said. "I am-m fine. Did you do what I have asked
you to do?"
"Yes. Don't worry, Mr. Mo will reach Mrs. Mo's room on time."
"Good."
Zhou Xuiye calmed down after a while and stood up to go upstairs. "Come on, let's go
upstairs."
"But Mr. Mo..." Mary worriedly looked at Zhou Xuiye. Mo Jiang seemed to be very
angry but whatever Zhou Xuiye had done earlier was to treat Liu Juan.
Thus, Mary knew Zhou Xuiye had taken this risk only because she still
liked...no...loved Mo Jiang and wanted to see him happy.
"Don't worry, he won't kill me. If he tries to do so, just come forward and tell him the
truth." Zhou Xuiye interrupted her and said as a fact-of-matter while still feigning to
care for her life.
Sure Enough, Mo Jiang reached the top floor in a matter of a minute because Mary had
already left an elevator open for him.
"No… Don't….Mo Jiang….Jiang...Help…"
When he heard Liu Juan's scream, he immediately kicked the door of her room and
dashed inside.
The men were startled upon his sudden invasion.
When Liu Juan's vision turned blurry because of her tears, she could still see Mo
Jiang's face.
Seeing him finally here, more streaks of tears streamed down from her eyes and she
cried out, "Jiang…"
Noticing her condition, Mo Jiang's heart sank in his c.h.e.s.t. He immediately strode
towards the men and kicked the third man who was above Liu Juan's body.
Seeing their partner on the floor, the two men released Liu Juan's legs and hands and
went towards Mo Jiang to fight with him but Mo Jiang was faster than them as he

kicked them as well and they also fell down.
Liu Juan immediately sat up and went towards Mo Jiang.
Mo Jiang put his coat on her shoulders and went to beat the men.
Seeing that someone was finally here for her, her grievance of all these years came to
the surface as she shouted. " Don't leave them, Jiang! Torture them to the death."
Hearing her words, Mo Jiang's punches turned so ferocious that even those three men
were trying to protect themselves rather than fighting back with him.
Soon after, Zhou Xuiye and Mary came along with a few staff men. They turned on
the lights of the room.
Liu Juan turned to look over and found Zhou Xuiye.
"Xuiye…" Seeing that her friend was also here to protect her disregarding the hurtful
words of Zhou Xuiye, Liu Jaun let her guard down and light slipped into darkness in
front of her eyes as soon as she passed out.
"Juan…" Zhou Xuiye went towards Liu Juan and held her before she fell down.
Mo Jiang's eyes turned bloodshot as he really wanted to kill those men. "Leave me!"
He shouted.
Zhou Xuiye immediately put Liu Juan on the bed and went in front of Mo Jiang.
"Mo Jiang, Enough...Listen to me. They are--" Before Zhou Xuiye could say anything,
Mo Jiang threw staff men off and squeezed Zhou Xuiye's neck and pushed her against
the wall.
"You b*tch. I will kill you." Mo Jiang growled.
Mary's eyes widened in horror and immediately towards Mo Jiang to explain him
quickly. "Mr. Mo...You misunderstand. Dr. Zhou was---"
"Shut up!" Mo Jiang snarled at Mary such that she immediately took a step back.
"M-Mo J-Jiang…" Mo Jiang's force this time was so tight that Zhou Xuiye nearly lost
her consciousness.
Luckily, the staff men stood up again and pulled Mo Jiang away from Zhou Xuiye and
she immediately fell down.

Mary immediately went towards Zhou Xuiye who was coughing more violently now
and was panting heavily "Dr. Zhou, are you alright?" She asked.
"Leave me...I will kill you b*tch." Mo Jiang struggled to go towards Zhou Xuiye but
the staff men put in all their force to stop him.
"Mr. Mo, whatever Dr. Zhou did is to help your wife." Mary could not help but shout.
"Shut up! Do you think I would believe you?" Mo Jiang was clearly in a state of
vexation.

